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Massachusetts’ STEM gap	


Expanding	  the	  Pipeline	  for	  all	  2013	  



9	  out	  of	  10	  jobs	  in	  health	  and	  biology	  are	  in	  health	  

Massachusetts’ biomedical STEM 
gap	




Three distinct cohorts:	


§  High	  level	  (PhD)	  need	  more	  diversity	  
	  
	  
§ Mid-‐level	  –	  need	  more	  parGcipants	  	  
	  
	  
§  General	  populaGon	  –	  needs	  beJer	  health	  literacy	  

	  



Narrowing the STEM gap	


§ Engagement	  
§ PreparaGon	  



Engagement: How students value 
STEM	


PERCENTAGE)OF)US)STUDENTS)AGREEING)OR)STRONGLY)AGREEING:!

I"find"science"helps"me"understand"things"around"me" 80%)

Science"is"very"relevant"to"me" 66%)

!

PISA	  2007,	  10th	  grade	  



How students value learning 
about things that affect them	


PERCENTAGE)OF)BOSTON)HIGH)SCHOOL)STUDENTS*)AGREEING)OR)STRONGLY)

AGREEING:!

The$importance$of$studying$something$that$can$affect$your$day4to4day$behavior$ 100%)

The$value$of$studying$something$that$can$affect$you$directly$ 92%)

!
*n	  =	  124	  



Students especially value learning 
about health and disease	


PERCENTAGE)OF)BOSTON)HIGH)SCHOOL)STUDENTS*)AGREEING)OR)STRONGLY)

AGREEING:!

The$importance$of$studying$something$that$can$affect$your$day4to4day$

behavior$
100%)

The$value$of$studying$something$that$can$affect$you$directly$ 92%)

The)value)of)studying)diseases)in)general) 98%)

!
*n	  =	  124	  



Narrowing the STEM gap	


§ Engagement	  
§ PreparaGon	  



Preparation: Need practice to 
achieve advanced benchmarks	

PERCENTAGE)OF)STUDENTS)SCORING)AT)OR)ABOVE)EACH)BENCHMARK)

IN)SCIENCE!
Education*
system*

Average) Low)
(>400))

Intermediate)
(>475))

High)
(>550))

Advanced*)
(>625))

Singapore) 590* 96%* 87%* 69%* 40%*
Massachusetts) 567* 96%* 87%* 61%* 24%)
US) 522* 93%* 73%* 39%) 9%*
Ghana) 396* 22%* 6%* 1%* 0%*
!

*Advanced:	  Students	  apply	  knowledge	  and	  understanding	  of	  scienGfic	  processes	  and	  
relaGonships	  and	  show	  some	  knowledge	  of	  scienGfic	  inquiry.	  

hJps://nces.ed.gov/TIMSS/	  



Preparation: need practice to 
solve problems in context	
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EDUCATIONFORUM

T
he development of general scien-

tif ic abilities is critical to enable

students of science, technology,

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) to

successfully handle open-ended real-world

tasks in future careers (1–6). Teaching

goals in STEM education include fostering

content knowledge and developing general

scientific abilities. One such ability, scien-

tific reasoning (7–9), is related to cogni-

tive abilities such as critical thinking and

reasoning (10–14). Scientif ic-reasoning

skills can be developed through training

and can be transferred (7, 13). Training in

scientific reasoning may also have a long-

term impact on student academic achieve-

ment (7). The STEM education community

considers that transferable general abilities

are at least as important for students to

learn as is the STEM content knowledge

(1–4). Parents consider science and mathe-

matics to be important in developing rea-

soning skills (15).

We therefore asked whether learning

STEM content knowledge does in fact have

an impact on the development of scientific-

reasoning ability. The scientific-reasoning

ability studied in this paper focuses on

domain-general reasoning skills such as the

abilities to systematically explore a prob-

lem, to formulate and test hypotheses, to

manipulate and isolate variables, and to

observe and evaluate the consequences. 

Research Design

Students in China and the United States go

through very different curricula in science

and mathematics during their kindergarten

through 12th grade (K–12) school years.

This provides systemically controlled long-

term variation on STEM content learning,

which we used to study whether or not such

learning has any impact on the development

of scientific-reasoning ability. Scientific

reasoning is not explicitly taught in schools

in either country.

In China, K–12 education is dominated

by the nationwide college admission exam

given at the end of grade 12. To comply with

the requirements of this exam, all Chinese

schools adhere to a national standard within

all courses. In physics, for example, every

student goes through the same physics

courses, which start in grade 8 and continue

every semester through grade 12, providing

5 years of continuous training on introduc-

tory physics topics (16). The courses are

algebra-based with emphasis on develop-

ment of conceptual understanding and skills

needed to solve problems.

In contrast, K–12 physics education in

the United States is more varied. Although

students study physics-related topics within

other general science courses, only one of

three high school students enrolls in a two-

semester physics course (17). As a result,

the amount of instructional time and the

amount of emphasis on conceptual physics

understanding and problem-solving skills

are very different in the two countries.

Similar curriculum differences between the

United States and China are reflected in

other STEM areas such as chemistry, biol-

ogy, and mathematics (16).

Chinese students go through rigorous

problem-solving instruction in all STEM

subject areas throughout most of their

K–12 school years and become skillful at

solving content-based problems. It remains

unclear, however, whether this training is

transferable beyond the specific content

areas and problem types taught.

We used quantitative assessment instru-

ments (described below) to compare U.S.

and Chinese students’ conceptual under-

standing in physics and general scientific-

reasoning ability. Physics content was cho-

sen because the subject is conceptually and

logically sophisticated and is commonly

emphasized in science education (15).

Assessment data were collected from both

Chinese and U.S. freshmen college students

before college-level physics instruction. In

this way the data reflect students’knowledge

Comparisons of Chinese and U.S. students

show that content knowledge and reasoning

skills diverge.
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USA

China

TEST SCORES (%) 

Test
China

(n)

FCI 1.98

BEMA 3.53

LCTSR 0.03

49.3 ± 19.3

(2681)

26.6 ± 10.0

(650)

74.2 ± 18.0

(1061) 

85.9 ± 13.9

(523)

65.6 ± 12.8

(331)

74.7 ± 15.8

(370) 

USA
(n)

Effect
size

Content knowledge and reasoning skills diverge. Comparisons of U.S. and Chinese freshmen college

students show differences on tests of physics content knowledge but not on tests of scientific reasoning.
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T
he development of general scien-

tif ic abilities is critical to enable

students of science, technology,

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) to

successfully handle open-ended real-world

tasks in future careers (1–6). Teaching

goals in STEM education include fostering

content knowledge and developing general
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tific reasoning (7–9), is related to cogni-

tive abilities such as critical thinking and
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and can be transferred (7, 13). Training in
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are at least as important for students to

learn as is the STEM content knowledge

(1–4). Parents consider science and mathe-

matics to be important in developing rea-
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this way the data reflect students’knowledge
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Bao,	  L.	  Learning	  and	  Scien,fic	  Reasoning.	  Science,	  2009.	  323(5914):	  p.	  586-‐587.	  

Scien@fic	  reasoning	  in	  context	  General	  scien@fic	  reasoning	  

1st	  year	  college	  students	  



Solution?	


Can	  we	  leverage	  student	  interest	  in	  health	  and	  
disease	  to	  provide	  preparaGon	  that	  fosters	  
	   	   	   	  	  

Workforce	  parGcipaGon	  
and	  

Health	  literacy?	  



How?	


§  Cohort	  1	  –	  High	  achievers	  who	  aren’t	  self-‐selecGng.	  

§  Cohort	  2	  –	  Midlevel	  parGcipants	  who	  need	  exposure.	  
	  
§  Cohort	  3	  –	  General	  populaGon,	  need	  health	  literacy.	  

To	  reach	  the	  largest	  popula@on	  	  -‐	  
need	  classroom-‐based	  interven@on.	  





���
���
���
���
���
���
���

The Great Diseases Project ���
���
���
	


	  
§  Designs	  engaging,	  rigorous,	  real	  world,	  health-‐focused	  
biology	  curricula	  for	  10th	  –	  12th	  grade	  students	  

	  
§  Provides	  extensive	  support	  for	  teachers	  



The Great Diseases Partnership	

	


A	  collaboraGve	  learning	  community 	

	




Curriculum development by partnership	


Scien@sts	  
Novel	  content	  knowledge	  
Evidence-‐based	  reasoning	  

Workforce	  PreparaGon	   Health	  Literacy	  
Engagement	  
Performance	  

Teachers	  
Pedagogical	  content	  knowledge	  

Assessments	  

Life-‐relevant	  curricula	  



���
���
1. Engage the Boston Public Schools ���
���
Boston	  LaGn	  School	  
Madison	  Park	  School	




2. Curriculum development by partnership	


July	  2009	   July	  2012	  July	  2010	   July	  2011	  

Content	  
	  
Teacher	  text	  
Seminar	  series	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Tucs	  content	  
specialists	  

Curriculum	  
	  
ObjecGves	  
Unit	  structures	  
Lessons	  
Enactment	  (1)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Tucs	  content	  
specialists	  
	  
Teachers	  

Finalize	  
	  
Lesson	  plans	  
Assessments	  
EvaluaGons	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Tucs	  content	  
specialists	  
	  
Teachers	  

Enact	  
	  
Revise	  
DifferenGate	  
Student	  
workbooks	  
Enactments	  
(2-‐4)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Teachers	  

Disseminate	  
	  
EducaGve	  
materials	  
Summer	  PD	  
Mentors	  for	  
pilots	  	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  



InfecGous	  Disease:	  	  

3. Module development and dissemination	


July	  2009	   July	  2012	  July	  2010	   July	  2011	   July	  2013	   July	  2014	   July	  2015	  

Metabolic	  Disease:	  	  

Neurological	  Disorders:	  	  

Cancer:	  	  

DisseminaGon	  

DisseminaGon	  

DisseminaGon	  

DisseminaGon	  



The Great Diseases Curriculum 
An	  inquiry-‐based	  modular	  biology	  II	  curriculum	  for	  10th	  –	  12th	  graders	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

•  InfecGous	  diseases	  (2012)	  

•  Neurological	  disorders	  (2013)	  

•  Metabolic	  diseases	  (2014)	  

•  Cancer	  (2015)	  

✔ 

✔ 



���
���

Module 1: Infectious Disease ���
35 comprehensive lessons ���

	

Unit	  1:	  Why	  should	  we	  care	  about	  infecGous	  disease?	  

Unit	  2:	  What	  does	  it	  mean	  to	  have	  an	  infecGous	  disease?	  

Unit	  3:	  When	  does	  a	  microbe	  become	  pathogenic?	  

Unit	  4:	  How	  do	  pathogens	  make	  us	  sick?	  

Unit	  5:	  How	  do	  we	  get	  beJer?	  



���
Overall lesson format: ���

	




Multiple inquiry-based pedagogies	


Lessons:	  	  
§  Socra@c	  discussions	  

§  Student-‐led	  teach-‐backs	  (jigsaws)	  

§  Small	  group	  work	  

§  Projects	  

	  
Labs:	  	  

§  Hands-‐on	  

§  Interrupted	  case	  studies	  



The biomedical teaching gap	


•  Teachers	  also	  have	  limited	  biomedical	  and	  health	  
literacy	  

	  
•  Addressing	  the	  problem:	  

	  Modeling	  for	  Fidelity	  (MFF)	  
	




Professional development	


Best	  prac@ces	  
 

Actual	  prac@ces	  

§  Extended	  duraGon	  
§  Contextualized	  rich	  in	  content	  
§  Sustained	  mentor	  interacGons	  

§  Limited	  duraGon	  
§  Focus	  on	  pedagogy	  
§  Limited	  mentor	  interacGons	  



Professional development ���
in-person and online	


!!!! Modeling  
for 

Fidelity 

Benefits of  
In-Person PD 

Benefits of  
Online PD 

•  Provides easy access 
to experts 

•  Allows for peer 
collaboration 

•  Encourages hands-on 
experience 

•  Builds collegiality 
between teachers 

•  Accommodates 
teachers’ busy schedule 

•  Provides access to 
resources not available 
locally 

•  Provides real-time, 
work-embedded support 

•  Does not require 
assembly of teachers 
for single meeting 



Prepare	  
•  Content	  
•  Pedagogy	  
•  Materials	  

Teach	  
•  Classroom	  

management	  
•  FormaGve	  

assessment	  

Reflect	  
•  QuesGons	  
•  Assessments	  
•  Redesign	  	  

Modeling for Fidelity	




Prepare	  
•  Content	  
•  Pedagogy	  
•  Materials	  

Teach	  
•  Classroom	  

management	  
•  FormaGve	  

assessment	  

Reflect	  
•  QuesGons	  
•  Assessments	  
•  Redesign	  	  

Modeling for Fidelity	




Prepare	  
•  Content	  
•  Pedagogy	  
•  Materials	  

Teach	  
•  Classroom	  

management	  
•  FormaGve	  

assessment	  

Reflect	  
•  QuesGons	  
•  Assessments	  
•  Redesign	  	  

Lesson	  plans	  	  
Student	  workbooks	  

Teacher	  text	  

Student	  workbooks	  

Modeling for Fidelity	




Prepare	  
•  Content	  
•  Pedagogy	  
•  Materials	  

Teach	  
•  Classroom	  

management	  
•  FormaGve	  

assessment	  

Reflect	  
•  QuesGons	  
•  Assessments	  
•  Redesign	  	  

Lesson	  plans	  	  
Student	  workbooks	  

Just-‐in-‐@me	  support	  

Contextualized	  
content	  tutorials	  

Teacher	  text	  

Just-‐in-‐@me	  support	  
Student	  workbooks	  

Modeling for Fidelity	




Prepare	  
•  Content	  
•  Pedagogy	  
•  Materials	  

Teach	  
•  Classroom	  

management	  
•  FormaGve	  

assessment	  

Reflect	  
•  QuesGons	  
•  Assessments	  
•  Redesign	  	  

Lesson	  plans	  	  
Student	  workbooks	  

Just-‐in-‐@me	  support	  

Contextualized	  
content	  tutorials	  

Teacher	  text	  

Discussion	  forum	  

Just-‐in-‐@me	  support	  

Teacher	  scrapbook	  
Videos	  of	  lessons	  
Discussion	  forum	  
News	  blog	  

Student	  workbooks	  

Modeling for Fidelity	




How do we measure the quality ���
of MFF?	


•  Direct	  -‐	  change	  in	  teacher	  prac@ces	  in	  the	  
classroom	  
–  Teacher	  self-‐reporGng	  
–  ObservaGon	  

•  Indirect	  -‐	  student	  outcomes	  
–  Performance	  	  
–  Engagement	  



How do we measure the quality ���
of MFF?	


•  Direct	  -‐	  change	  in	  teacher	  prac@ces	  in	  the	  
classroom	  
–  Teacher	  self-‐reporGng	  
–  ObservaGon	  

•  Indirect	  -‐	  student	  outcomes	  
–  Performance	  	  
–  Engagement	  



What we measure:	


•  Student	  engagement	  
–  Altude	  

•  Student	  Performance	  
–  	  Conceptual	  content	  knowledge	  inventory	  
–  Problem	  solving	  skills	  

•  Health	  literacy	  
–  Self-‐efficacy	  
–  Claims	  evaluaGon	  and	  risk	  assessment	  skills	  



What	  is	  the	  first	  word	  that	  comes	  to	  mind	  about	  the	  
InfecGous	  Disease	  module?	  

Student engagement	


*Data from 3 schools 



Conceptual content knowledge 
and problem solving skills	


Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
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ID ND MD

Module! Average!
Pre-(SD)!

Average-!
Post-(SD)!

Effect!
Cohen’s-d!

Chronbach!
Alpha!

ID-(n-=-286)! 18.8-(12.6)! 48.0-(19.7)***! 1.8! 0.86!

ND-(n-=-142)! 19.5-(7.9)! 62.9-(14.9)***! 3.6! 0.81!

MD-(n-=-160)! 20.6-(11.0)! 70.5-(15.5)***! 3.7! N/A!

!
***p<0.0001	  
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ID-(n-=-286)! 18.8-(12.6)! 48.0-(19.7)***! 1.8! 0.86!

ND-(n-=-142)! 19.5-(7.9)! 62.9-(14.9)***! 3.6! 0.81!

MD-(n-=-160)! 20.6-(11.0)! 70.5-(15.5)***! 3.7! N/A!

!
***p<0.0001	  



ID content knowledge and problem 
solving skills by school	


Gold	  Standard	  PD	   Modeling	  for	  Fidelity	  
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ND content knowledge and problem 
solving skills by school	


Gold	  Standard	  PD	   Modeling	  for	  Fidelity	  

***p<0.0001	  
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Knowledge and problem solving:���
 Gold standard vs MFF PD 	


School	   Pre	   	  	   Post	   	  	   	  	  
Infec@ous	  Diseases	   Mean:	   (SD)	   Mean:	   (SD)	   Cohen's	  d	  
Urban	  Exam	  High	  School	   22.9	   11.7	   56.2	   12.7	   2.7	  
Suburban	  High	  School	  A	   15.7	   10.2	   54.9	   14.9	   3.1	  
Urban	  High	  School	   5.8	   7.9	   30.4	   16.1	   1.9	  
Regional	  STEM	  High	  School	  	   14.3	   10.4	   46.2	   19.9	   2.0	  
Total	   18.9	   12.6	   48.0	   19.7	   1.8	  

Neurological	  Disorders	  
Urban	  Exam	  High	  School	   19.1	   7.5	   65.3	   13.0	   4.4	  
Suburban	  High	  School	  B	   21.4	   9.6	   51.3	   17.6	   2.1	  
Urban	  High	  School	   11.3	   7.6	   37.4	   14.0	   2.3	  
Regional	  STEM	  High	  School	  	   18.9	   9.6	   60.1	   12.0	   3.8	  
Total	   18.6	   8.3	   60.0	   16.3	   3.2	  



Module! Average!
Pre-(SD)!

Average-!
Post-(SD)!

Effect!
Cohen’s-d!

Chronbach!
Alpha!

ID-(n-=-293)! 23.0-(8.9)! 41.0-(8.0)***! 2.12! 0.90!

ND-(n-=-269)! 17.0-(7.1)! 37.7-(8.7)***! 2.61! 0.93!

MD-(n-=-125)! 21.0-(8.3)! 40.7-(7.2)***! 2.55! 0.90!

Comparison-(n-=-124)- 23.1-(8.1)- - - 0.90-

!

Self-efficacy	
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!
Before!
Mean!

After!
Mean!

Comparison!
Mean!

My!understanding!of!how!infectious!diseases!begin!
2.38%%
(1.1)%

4.75%
(1.1)%***%

2.39%
(1.2)%

My!understanding!of!how!infectious!diseases!spread! 2.89%
(1.2)%

4.97***%
(1.0)%

3.25%
(1.3)%

My!skills!at!identifying!an!infectious!disease! 2.11%
(1.1)%

4.35***%
(1.0)%

2.20%
(!.0)%

My!skills!at!making!accurate!judgments!about!infectious!
diseases!

2.15%
(1.0)%

4.23***%
(1.1)%

2.26%
(1.1)%

My!skills!at!how!to!find!correct!information!about!
infectious!disease!

2.57%
(1.3)%

4.53***%
(1.1)%

2.93%
(1.4)%

My!understanding!of!how!to!connect!different!data!to!
form!an!hypothesis!about!an!infectious!disease!

%3.32%
(1.1)%

4.27***%
%(1.1)%

2.46%
(1.3)%

My!skills!at!using!data!to!understand!infectious!disease! 2.32%
(1.2)%

4.20***%
(1.1)%

2.44%
(1.3)%

My!knowledge!of!how!the!body!works!to!prevent!the!
spread!of!infectious!disease!

2.65%
(1.2)%

4.83***%
(1.1)%

2.73%
(1.2)%

My!knowledge!of!how!the!environment!affects!the!spread!
of!infectious!disease!

2.53%
(1.2)%

4.65***%
(1.0)%

2.70%
(1.3)%

!
Total!(54!points)!

21.78!
(8.31)!

40.54***!
(8.2)!

22.8!
(9.0)!

!

Self-efficacy instrument	




Principal components analysis (PCA) 
	   One	  Year	  Ago Currently 

1 2 1 2 

My	  understanding	  of	  how	  infec@ous	  diseases	  begin	   	   0.74 0.88 	   

My	  understanding	  of	  how	  infec@ous	  diseases	  spread	   	   0.76 0.84 	   
My	  skills	  at	  iden@fying	  an	  infec@ous	  disease	   	   0.86 0.83 	   
My	  skills	  at	  making	  accurate	  judgments	  about	  infec@ous	  
diseases 	   0.77 0.82 	   
My	  skills	  at	  how	  to	  find	  correct	  informa@on	  about	  infec@ous	  
diseases	   	   0.72 0.82 	   

My	  understanding	  of	  how	  to	  connect	  different	  data	  to	  form	  an	  
hypothesis	  about	  an	  infec@ous	  disease	   	   0.79 0.85 	   

My	  skills	  at	  using	  data	  to	  understand	  infec@ous	  diseases	   	   0.80 0.86 	   
My	  knowledge	  of	  how	  the	  body	  works	  to	  prevent	  the	  spread	  of	  
infec@ous	  disease	   	   0.74 0.87 	   
My	  knowledge	  of	  how	  the	  environment	  affects	  the	  spread	  of	  
infec@ous	  disease	   	   0.74 0.80 	   

Reliability	  Sta@s@cs 
Lambda 0.97 
Cronbach's	  Alpha 0.91 



Self-Efficacy: ���
Gold standard vs MFF	


School	   Pre	   	  	   Post	   	  	   	  	  
Infec@ous	  Diseases	   Mean:	   (SD)	   Mean:	   (SD)	   Cohen's	  d	  
Urban	  Exam	  High	  School	   22.1	   8.4	   41.2	   7.6	   2.4	  
Suburban	  High	  School	  A	   24.4	   8.8	   40.2	   7.6	   1.9	  
Urban	  High	  School	   18.8	   6.7	   41.5	   8.2	   3.0	  
Regional	  STEM	  High	  School	  	   21.2	   8.9	   39.9	   6.7	   2.4	  
Total	   21.8	   8.3	   40.5	   8.2	   2.3	  

Neurological	  Disorders	  
Urban	  Exam	  High	  School	   17.3	   7.0	   37.8	   8.7	   2.6	  
Suburban	  High	  School	  B	   16.8	   8.0	   36.1	   8.0	   2.4	  
Urban	  High	  School	   19.2	   9.1	   42.7	   9.6	   2.5	  
Regional	  STEM	  High	  School	  	   16.9	   7.7	   33.3	   11.6	   1.7	  
Total	   17.0	   7.1	   37.7	   8.7	   2.2	  



*p<0.05	  

Does the health knowledge leave 
the classroom?	




The next step is scaling up	


Prepare&
•  Content&
•  Pedagogy&
•  Materials&

Teach&
•  Classroom&

management&
•  Forma3ve&

assessment&

Reflect&
•  Ques3ons&
•  Assessments&
•  Redesign&&

Lesson&plans&&
Student&workbooks&

Just9in9;me&support&

Contextualized&
content&tutorials&

Teacher&text&

Discussion&forum&

Just9in9;me&support&

Teacher&scrapbook&
Videos&of&lessons&
Discussion&forum&
News&blog&

Student&workbooks&

Come	  to	  tutorials	  
more	  prepared	  

More	  resources	  between	  
tutorial	  and	  teaching	  	  
	  

New	  tools	  to	  
measure	  outcomes	  
	  

Create	  online	  courses	  

Teacher	  
networking	  

Interac@ve	  +	  
assessments	  



The Great Diseases partners	

Teachers	  

Kathleen	  Bateman	  Med	  
	  
Bob	  Akeson	  MEd	  
Rob	  Andersen	  BSc	  	  
Amanda	  Cail	  MEd	  
Chris	  Doss	  MEd	  
MaJ	  Dugan	  MEd	  
Brandon	  Finegold	  MEd	  
Aimee	  Gauthier	  MEd	  
Mike	  Galego	  MEd	  
Eugene	  Roundtree	  MEd	  
Lawrence	  Spezzano	  MSc,	  MEd	  
Valerie	  Pastorelle	  MEd	  

CTSE	  

Karina	  Meiri	  PhD	  
Berri	  Jacque	  PhD	  
Dessy	  Raytcheva	  PhD	  
Katherine	  Malanson	  PhD	  
Ravi	  Subramanian	  PhD	  
Nicholas	  Sylvain	  PhD	  
Stephanie	  Tammen	  PhD	  
Anne	  Vera	  Cruz	  MA	  
Jenna	  Reece	  BS	  
Jane	  Newbold	  

Scien@sts	  
Ann	  Bishop	  PhD	  
Anne	  Bothmer	  PhD	  
Lena	  Dahlberg	  PhD	  
CarloJa	  Dao	  PhD	  
Aisling	  Dugan	  PhD	  
Jared	  Hawkins	  PhD	  
Blanche	  Ip	  
EmilyKate	  McDonough	  
AnneJe	  McGehee	  PhD	  
Vaibav	  Pai	  PhD	  
Lara	  Park	  PhD	  
Sarah	  Phillips	  PhD	  
Maja	  Sedic	  PhD	  
Sapna	  Sharma	  MS	  
Linc	  Sonenshein	  PhD	  
Michele	  Tangredi	  PhD	  
Amy	  Thurber	  
Laura	  Wong	  PhD	  

	  
	  
	  



Questions and thoughts?���
	


hJp://sites.tucs.edu/greatdiseases/	  
User	  name:	  iduser	  
Password:	  id?sick	  


